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Abstract 
In this paper, we provide a classification of extremal double circulant Type II codes of 
length 24 over 7/4. It is shown that the sets of supports of the codewords of Hamming weight 10 
in certain extremal Type II codes of length 24 form 5-(24, 10,36) designs. Designs with these 
parameters were not previously known to exist. A new extremal Type II double circulant code 
of length 32 is also constructed. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we investigate double circulant Type II self-dual codes over  7/4. 
Recently, a number of  papers have studied self-dual codes over 7/4 (cf., e.g. 
[1-4,6,8-13,16,17]) .  A number of  examples of  interesting self-dual codes over 7/4 
have been constructed and several weight enumerators have been investigated. The 
remarkable class of  Type II self-dual codes over Z4 was introduced by Bonnecaze 
et al. [2]. The concept of  extremality for the Euclidean weights was also introduced 
in [2]. This important work was the major inspiration for the present paper. Conway 
and Sloane [6] give a classification of  all self-dual codes over 7/4 up to length 9. 
A mass formula for self-dual codes and Type II codes is given in [10]. Recently, 
Type II codes of  length 16 have been classified in [15]. Using these Type II codes, 
all codes of  length up to 15 have been classified by Fields et al. [9]. From the mass 
formula, it seems infeasible to classify Type II codes for larger lengths. Thus, it is 
natural to classify extremal Type II codes under some restriction. 
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In Section 2, we provide background information on self-dual codes over  7/4, recall- 
ing the results in Conway and Sloane [6], and also describe double circulant codes. 
In Section 3, extremal double circulant Type II codes of length 24 are classified. 
In Section 4, we construct 5-(24, 10,36) designs from certain extremal double circu- 
lant Type II codes of length 24. In Section 5, a new extremal Type II double circulant 
code of length 32 is constructed. 
2. Self-dual codes over ~4 
A code C of length n over  77 4 is an additive subgroup of Z~'. There are sev- 
eral different weights used for codes over 7/4, namely the Hamming weight, the Lee 
weight and the Euclidean weight. The Hamming weight of a codeword is just the 
number of non-zero components. The Lee weights of the elements 0, 1,2 and 3 of 
Z4 are 0, 1, 2 and 1, respectively, and the Lee weight of a codeword is just the ra- 
tional sum of the Lee weights of its components. The Euclidean weights of the el- 
ements 0, 1,2 and 3 of 7/4 are 0, 1,4 and 1, respectively, and the Euclidean weight 
of a codeword is just the rational sum of the Euclidean weights of its components. 
The minimum Hamming, Lee and Euclidean weights dH,de and dE of C are the 
smallest Hamming, Lee and Euclidean weights among all non-zero codewords of C, 
respectively. 
Let x = (Xl,...,xn) and y = (yl . . . . .  Yn) be two elements of 7Yg. We define the 
inner product o fx  and y on Z~ by x .y  = XlYl + "." +xny~ (mod4). The dual code 
C a- of C is defined as Ca- = {xET/~ lx .y  = 0 for all yCC}.  C is self-dual if 
C = Ca-. We say that two codes are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other 
by permuting the coordinates and (if necessary) changing the signs of certain coor- 
dinates. Codes differing by only a permutation of coordinates are called permutation- 
equivalent. 
Any code is permutation-equivalent to a code with generator matrix of the form 
21kz 2C 
where A and C are matrices over 7/2 and B is a matrix over 7/4. We say that a code 
with a generator matrix in this form (1) is of type 4k'2 k2 (cf. [6,11]). Every code C 
over  7/4 has two binary codes C ~1) and C (2) associated with C: 
C (1) = {c(mod2) [ c C C} and 
C(2)={½cleEC,  c -  0(mod2)}. 
If C is of type 4k~2 k2 then C (1) is a binary [n, kl] code and C (2) is a binary [n, kl +k2] 
code. Moreover, if C is a self-dual code of length n and type 4 "/2, then C (1) = C (2) 
and C (l) is a doubly-even self-dual code (cf. [6]). 
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The complete weight enumerator (c.w.e.) of  a code C over 774 is 
cwec(X, Y, Z, W) = ~ X "°~c) Yn'(~)Z"2(c) W "~(c), (2) 
cEC 
where ni(c) is the number of components of cE C that are congruent o i (mod4) .  
We remark that permutation-equivalent codes have the same c.w.e., but equivalent 
codes may have distinct c.w.e.'s. The weight enumerator swec(X, Y,Z)=cwec(X, Y  
Z, Y) obtained by equating Y and W in (2) is called the symmetrized weight enumerator 
(s.w.e.). Equivalent codes have identical s.w.e.'s. 
Type II codes over 7?4 are self-dual codes containing the all-ones vector with the 
property that all Euclidean weights are divisible by eight. This is a remarkable class 
of self-dual codes over 774, one reason being that any Type II code produces an even 
unimodular lattice (cf. [1]). It is known that a Type II code of length n exists if and 
only if n = 0 (mod 8). An upper bound on dE was given in [2]. 
Proposition 1 (Bonnecaze et al. [2]). The minimum Euclidean weight dE qf a Type II 
code of length n is bounded by 
l) 
A Type II code meeting this bound with equality is called extremal (cf. [2]). 
Extremal codes have the largest minimum Euclidean weight among all Type II codes 
of that length. 
We now present the generator matrices of double circulant codes. A pure double 
circulant code of length 2n has a generator matrix of the form (LR) where I is the 
identity matrix of order n and R is an n by n circulant matrix. A code with generator 
matrix of the form 
~' /~ "'"/~/ 
1 " R I ' (3) 
7 
where R / is an n - 1 x n - 1 circulant matrix, is called a bordered ouble circulant code 
of length 2n. These two families of codes are collectively called double circulant codes. 
One of the most interesting classes of Type II codes are the Hensel lifted extended 
quadratic residue codes [2]. Another class of interest is the lifted double circulant codes. 
Quadratic residue codes were investigated in [1-3, 17,16]. Thus, we investigate double 
circulant Type II codes in this paper. Since it was shown in [8] that no pure double 
circulant self-dual codes exist over Z4, we consider only bordered double circulant 
codes in this paper. Two special classes of double circulant Type II codes are given 
in [4,12]. 
The following lemma is useful in checking the equivalences of bordered double 
circulant self-dual codes. This lemma can easily be proven. 
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Lemma 2. Let C, C', C" and C"  be self-dual codes with generator matrices of  the 
form (LA), (I,A'), ( I ,A") and (I,A'"), respectively, where 
A= 
. . . ) 
R 
A '= 
-8 ) • _R  T ' 
-8 
A"= 7 and Am= - f l  
• -R  " R T 
and R is a square matrix. Then C, C ,  C" and C"  are equivalent. 
3. Doub le  circulant Type II codes o f  length 24 
By exhaustive search, we have found all distinct extremal double circulant Type II 
codes of length 24 and computed their s.w.e.'s. The s.w.e.'s are divided into the fol- 
lowing four classes: 
Wl =X 24 + Z 24 + 24288y16z 8 + 4096Y 24 + 61824XyI2z11 
+ 12144X2ySz 14+ 680064X2y16z  + 1133440X 3YI2Z9 
+ 170016X4ySz 12+ 1700160xay16z 4 + 4080384XSy12z 7 
+ 765072X6y8z 1°+ 680064X6y16z 2 + 4080384x7yt2z 5 
+ 759X8Z 16 ÷ 1214400X8y8z  + 24288X8y 16 + 1133440X9yI2z3 
+ 765072xl°y8z 6 + 61824X II y12 Z + 2576X12ZI2 + 170016X12y8z4 
+ 12144X14y8z 2 + 759X16Z 8, 
W2 =X 24 -~- Z 24 -4- 15488y16z 8 + 4096Y 24 + 74496XyI2zll 
+ 135168Xy2°z 3 + 6336x2ySz 14 + 444928X2y16z  + 704X3y4z 17 
+ 1298176X3y12z 9 + 135168X3y2°z + 66X4Z 2° + l14048xay8z 12
+ l106688xnyI6z 4 + 7744XSy4z 15 + 4713984xSy~2z 7 
+ 500544X6y8z 1°+ 444928X6y|6z 2 + 40128X7y4z 13
+4713984X7y12z 5 + 495X8Z 16 + 785664X8y8z 8 + 15488X8y t6 
+ 86592X9y4z 11 + 1298176X9yI2z3 + 500544Xt°ySz 6 + 86592X II y4z9 
÷ 74496X 11YI2Z + 2972Xl2Zl2 + 114048X12ySz 4 + 40128XI3y4z 7 
+ 6336XI4ySz z + 7744xlSy4z 5 + 495X16Z 8+ 704XI7yaz 3+ 66X2°Z 4, 
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W 3 =X 24 ÷ Z 24 ÷ 18304y16z 8 + 4096Y 24 + 70272XY12Zll 
+ 135168Xy2°z 3 + 8448x2ySz 14 + 433664X2y16z  + 352X3y4z 17 
+ 1310848X3yI2z9 + 135168X3y2°z + 66xaz 2° + 109824X4ySz 12
+ 1123584xay16z 4 + 8096XSy4z 15 + 4705536X 5 YI2Z7 
+ 498432X6ySz l° + 433664X6yI6z 2 + 41184X 7 y4Z13 
+ 4705536XTyI2z5 + 495xSz t6 + 794112xSySz8 + 18304xSy 16 
+ 85536x9yaz II + 1310848X9yI2z 3 + 498432Xl°ySz6 
+ 85536X 11 y4z9 ÷ 70272X 11 yl2z  + 2972Xl2Zl2 + 109824X 12 y8z4 
+41184XI3y4z 7 ÷ 8448X14ySz 2 + 8096xlSyaz 5 + 495X16Z 8
÷ 352X17y4z3 ÷ 66X2°Z 4, 
W 4 =X 24 ÷ Z 24 ÷ 21120y16z 8 + 4096Y 24 + 66048XY12ZII 
+ 135168xYZ°Z3 ÷ 10560xZy8z 14+ 422400X2yI6z 6 + 1323520X3y12z 9 
+ 135168X3Y2°Z + 66X4Z 20 + 105600x4ySz lz + 1140480X4yI6z 4 
+ 8448XSy4z 15 + 4697088XsYIzZ 7 ÷ 496320X6ySz 1°+ 422400X6yt6z 2 
+ 42240XV y4z  13 ÷ 4697088xV y12z 5 + 495XsZ 16 + 802560xS y8zS 
+ 21120X8y 16 + 84480x9yaz 11+ 1323520X9yIZz 3 + 496320Xl°ySz 6 
+ 84480)( ll y4z9 ÷ 66048)( 11 y12z + 2972X12Z12 + 105600xlZy8z4 
+ 42240XI3y4z7 + 10560XI4y8z 2 + 8448X 15 y4z5 + 495X~6Z 8
÷ 66X2°Z 4. 
Lemma 2 significantly reduces the number of codes which need be checked for 
equivalences. We list in Table 1 the first rows of R' and the values ~,/~ and 7 for the 
codes which need be checked further for equivalences. Table 1 contains the s.w.e.'s 
of these codes. The set of all distinct codes can be obtained from this table using 
Lemma 2. Note that Table 1 shows that there is a unique extremal double circulant 
Type II code with s.w.e. W4, up to equivalence. 
First we classify the extremal double circulant Type II codes with s.w.e.'s W2 and 
W3. One can easily find permutation matrices P and Q with Ri =PRi+1Q where Ri is 
R' of the code C2,i for i=  1 .. . . .  4. Similarly, there are permutation matrices P and Q 
with Ri ---PRi+IQ where Ri is R' of the code C3,i for i-- 1 .... .  4. Thus all the codes 
with s.w.e. We are equivalent and all the codes with s.w.e W3 are equivalent. 
We now consider the codes with s.w.e. Wl. Since there exist permutation matri- 
ces P and Q with Ri=PRi+IQ where Ri is R ~ of the code Cl,i for i=  1,... ,4,6 .... .  9 
and 11 .....  14, the codes Cl,i (1~<i~<5) are equivalent, he codes Cki (6~<i~<10) are 
equivalent, and the codes Cl,i (11 ~<i~<15) are equivalent. 
We use the following method to check the inequivalence of C1.1, C1,6 and CIA1. 
Let C be a self-dual code of length 2n. Let Mt = (mij) be the At by 2n matrix with 
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Table 1 
Extremal double circulant Type II codes of length 24 
Code First row of R p ~ fl 7 swe 
C1,1  31321121000 2 3 1 Wl 
C1 ,2  21330112100 2 3 1 Wl 
C1 ,3  20311231010 2 3 1 Wl 
C1 ,4  32021310110 2 3 1 W1 
C1,5  31032201110 2 3 1 WI 
C1 ,6  13212223110 2 3 1 W1 
C1,7  22333231210 2 3 1 W1 
C1,8  31231122210 2 3 1 W1 
C1, 9 22123121310 2 3 1 Wl 
Cl,10 21233211120 2 3 1 W1 
CI, lj 23312110100 2 3 1 W1 
C1,12 23211031100 2 3 1 W1 
C1,13 23011211300 2 3 1 W1 
Cl,14 22131031010 2 3 1 W1 
Cl,15 20121303110 2 3 1 Wl 
C2 ,1  31333321111 2 3 1 W2 
C2,2  33113332111 2 3 1 W2 
C2,3  31313133211 2 3 1 W2 
6"2,4 31133133211 2 3 1 W2 
C2,5  33131231311 2 3 1 W2 
C3,1  33331231111 2 3 1 W3 
C3,2  31313332111 2 3 1 W3 
C3,3  32133313111 2 3 1 W3 
C3,4  33131133211 2 3 1 W3 
C3,5  32133131311 2 3 1 W3 
C4,1  33313213111 2 3 1 W4 
rows composed of  the codewords of  Hamming weight t in C, where A i denotes the 
number  of  codewords of  Hamming weight i in C. For an integer k (1 <<,k<~2n), let 
nt(j l  . . . . .  jk)  be the number of  r (l<~r<~At) such that mrj~ ""mr jk¢O over  77 4 for 
1 ~<jl < ' "  < jk  ~<2n. We consider the set 
St = {nt ( j l , . . . , j k )  I for any k distinct columns j l  . . . . .  jk}. 
Let Mr(k) and mr(k) be the maximal and minimal  numbers in St, respectively. Since 
two equivalent codes over  7/4 have the same values for St, these numbers are invariant 
under the equivalence of  codes. We have examined by computer the values Ml0(k) 
and ml0(k) of  C1,1,C1,6 and Cl, l l  for 1 ~<k~<6. The results are listed in Table 2. This 
table shows that the three codes are inequivalent. Therefore, we have the following: 
Proposition 3. There are exactly six &equivalent extremal double circulant Type II 
codes o f  length 24. 
Remark.  The extended lifted Golay code G24 in [1] has swe WI. The values of  Ml0(k) 
and ml0(k) for this code are the same as Cl, ll for k= 1,2,3,4 ,5  and 6. 
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Table 2 
Inequivalence values for C1,1, C1,6 and GHt 
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Ci, j Ci,6 Gl,tl CI, 1 C1,6 Gl.ii 
Mlo(1) 5060 5060 5060 Mlo(4) 240 240 240 
mlo(l ) 5060 5060 5060 m~o(4) 240 240 240 
Mlo(2) 1980 1980 1980 Mlo(5) 72 72 72 
mlo(2) 1980 1980 1980 mlo(5) 72 72 72 
MlO(3) 720 720 720 MIo(6) 32 40 28 
mlo(3) 720 720 720 mlo(6) 12 12 12 
It was shown in [1] that a Type II code produces an even unimodular lattice. Thus, 
if A is the right half of the generator matrix of a double circulant Type II code in 
Table 1, then the matrix 
1(1 
2 0 41 ' 
generates the Leech lattice. 
4. Construction of 5-(24,10, 36) designs 
In this section, we construct simple 5-(24, 10, 36) designs from certain Type II codes 
in Section 4. Throughout this section, we let C24 be any of C1,1,C1,6 and Gl.ll. 
We first establish the terminology of design theory. A t-(v, k, 2) design D is a set of v 
points with a collection of k-subsets called blocks, so that any t-points are contained 
in exactly 2 blocks. A design with no repeated block is called simple. The incidence 
matrix of D is the matrix M = (mij) where m~/= 1 if the jth point is contained in the 
ith block and mij = 0 otherwise. Two designs are isomorphic if the incidence matrix 
of one design can be obtained from the incidence matrix of another by permuting its 
rows and columns. 
Since the minimum Hamming weight of C24 is 8, we consider the set of codewords 
of Hamming weight 8 in C24. C24 is an extremal code of type 41/2 and the associated 
binary code ~1) is the Golay code. The supports of codewords of Hamming weight ~24 
8 in C24 form the well-known Steiner system S(5, 8, 24), that is, a unique 5-(24, 8, l) 
design (cf. [12]). 
We now investigate the set of codewords of Hamming weight 10 in C24. Let M be 
a 12144 by 24 matrix whose rows are codewords of Hamming weight 10 in C24. If v 
is a codeword of Hamming weight 10 in C24 then 3v is also a codeword with this 
weight, and 2v is not. Thus 
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where S=(si j )  is a 6072 by 24 matrix over ~4. Now define a 6072 by 24 (1,0)- 
l ! matrix S' = (s~j) where sij = 1 if sij ~ 0 and sij = 0 otherwise. From Table 2, M10(5) = 
mlo(5) = 72 for C24. Then S' is an incidence matrix for a 5-(24,10,36) design. More- 
r(1) is 8, any c'(1) is the Golay code of length 24. Since the minimum weight of "-'24 over, ~24 
two distinct rows of S have no identical supports, so this design is simple. To save 
space, we omit listing the incidence matrices of the 5-(24, 10, 36) designs. It is straight- 
forward to construct these matrices from the generator matrices of Cl, 1, C1,6 and Gl,ll. 
Moreover, C1,1, Ct,6 and Gl,ll have distinct values of Ml0(6), so that the 5-designs con- 
strutted from the codewords of Hamming weight 10 in these codes are non-isomorphic. 
Therefore we have the following: 
Proposition 4. There exist at least three non-isomorphic simple 5-(24,10,36) designs. 
Information on simple t-designs is given in Table 3.37 of [5, p. 52]. If a 5-(24,10,2) 
design exists then 2 is divisible by 18, and designs were known to exist only for 
2 = 18.10, 18.30 and 18.56. Thus, the above designs are the first 5-designs with these 
parameters. 
We end this section with the following questions: 
1. Do the codewords of Hamming weight 10 in any Type II code C, such that the 
associated binary code C (1) is the Golay code and the s.w.e, is Wl, form a 5-design? 
2. Is there a result for codes over ~4 analogous to the Assmus-Mattson theorem? 
5. Double circulant Type II codes of length 32 
In this section, we construct a new extremal double circulant Type II code of 
length 32. For lengths 2p + 2 and p prime, two families of double circulant Type II 
codes are given in [4,12]. Six inequivalent extremal Type II codes of length 32 
were previously known, namely QR32, C5,1, QRM(2,5) in [2], C31,2, C31,3 in [17], and 
C(g~6,1t) in [12]. The minimum weights dE, dL and da of these six codes are listed 
in Table 3. 




(~, /? , r )  = (0 ,1 ,3 ) ,  
is an extremal Type II code of length 32. In addition, the minimum weights dL and dH 
are 12 and 8, respectively. Thus it follows from Table 3 that this code is inequivalent 
to any of the known codes except perhaps C(WI6,11 ). It is shown in [12] that the binary 
code associated with C(W16,11) (1) is the extremal doubly-even code f16 given in [7]. 
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Table 3 
Minimum weights of the six extremal codes of length 32 
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Code dE (Euclidean) dL (Lee) dH (Hamming) 
QR32 16 14 8 
C5.1 16 8 4 
QRM(2,5) 16 14 8 
C3t.2 16 12 6 
C31.3 16 12 6 
C(Wl6.11) 16 12 8 
Since the binary code associated with c,O) is the extremal doubly-even code q32 in [7], "~32 
C32 is a new extremal code. 
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